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David Feinberg. Drawing contributions from Romanian survivors Max 
Goodman and Edith Goodman and Rwandan survivors Alice Tuza and 
Floriane Robins-Brown and the following artists: Caroline Kent, Kelly 
Frush, David Harris, and Solomon Atta. 
 
The start of this piece began as each survivor chose an object or an 
image from an assortment of plastic toy figurines previously identified 
with an early childhood experience. Inside the wooden box, among 
slanted angles and reflective mirrors, are childhood pictures of each 
survivor. 
 
Images of animals became important. Floriane chose an elephant.  
She said that the skin of the elephant was the most remarkable 
texture she had ever felt in her life.  Floriane had a photograph, taken 
in Kenya, of two giraffes crossing at the neck.  We made an image of 
that photograph.  Floriane had arranged for an airplane to travel from 
Kenya to Rwanda to rescue her family during the genocide.  The 
photograph, taken after the genocide on a family vacation, seemed to 
David Feinberg to represent the crossing of the two groups of 
survivors, the Romanians and the Rwandans.  Alice said the white 
horse symbolized, to her, people being saved. 
 
 
Max recalled a tapestry his family owned that had an image of the 
angel Gabriel on it. During the war his family sold the beautiful rug to 
a local church in exchange for four bags of flour that fed the family for 
many days. That tapestry became a symbol for Max as part of a 
childhood memory. 
 
 
Both Edith and Alice chose to place a plastic doll in the work. The doll 
made a poignant connection between Edith Goodman and Alice Tuza:  
they both were ten years old when they survived – Edith surviving the 
Holocaust, Alice surviving the Rwandan genocide. 
 


